**FIDE Event: World School Chess Championships 2024**

**Organizer:** IO Elena Cristian, FIDE ID 1231529

**Federation:** Romanian Chess Federation

**International Organizer's contact info:** lili_cristian2000@yahoo.com, phone: +40 (0) 723.309.101

**(Probable) City:** Constanța, Mamaia resort

**Proposed dates of Arrival:** 30 May 2024  **Departure:** 9 June 2024

**Financial guarantee:** Yes, if the championship is granted, financial guarantee will be submitted

**Declaration and/or Government Guarantee if applicable.**

**Provisional budget to be added.**

**Declaration generally assuring visas**

To representatives of all federations: Yes, to all. Schengen visa are valid in Romania.

**Exceptions, if any, and reasons:** No exceptions

**Name of Meeting / Tournament hall**

And its distance from accommodation: Dorna Ceremony Hall, Mamaia resort, city of Constanța

400 m. from Amiral – Comandor – Orfeu Complex,

4 km. from Ramada Hotel (we ensure free transfer for the rounds)

**Travel connections and reductions for**


Organizing fee: 80 Euro / participant (players, delegates and accompanying persons)

Organizing fees are waived for Level 5 and Level 4 Developing countries

**Accommodation and meals of participants**

And for accompanying persons:

(give classification of hotels and meals. Indicate number of persons per room).

**Prices in Euro/person/day with full board buffet:**

- Amiral – Comandor – Orfeu Hotel Complex
- Amiral – Comandor 4*: 84 Euro single accommodation, 68 Euro in double room, 62 Euro in triple room
- Orfeu 3*: 76 Euro single accommodation, 59 Euro in double room, 54 Euro in triple room
- Ramada 4**: 98 Euro in single room, 78 Euro in double room, 74 Euro in triple room

**Are there:**

- Press facilities: Yes  
- Telephones: Yes  
- Telefax: Yes  
- E-mail: Yes

**Secretarial Staff (Indicate languages):** Romanian, English, French, Spanish, Russian

**Simultaneous Translation (in case of meeting):**

Will it be guaranteed in FIDE languages: English, French, Spanish, Russian

(Indicate languages)

**FIDE standard chess equipment**

(in case of a competition): Yes, tournament will be held according to the FIDE Chess rules, rules and regulations.

**Additional arrangement/Prize Fund is applicable:**

Total prize fund of 15,000 Euro in electronics for the winners in all categories

Cups, medals, certificates for all medalists
Certificates of participation for all players

T-shirts for all players

FIDE seminars for Arbiters and Trainers

Chess in School Conference

(GA 1996-2014) Deposit: We confirm that we shall pay the deposit fee below before conclusion of the General Assembly granting the option. We are aware that we forfeit this sum if for any reason we do not organize the event. If we do organize the event this sum will be put to the credit of our account with FIDE.

We have recognized the specific FIDE stipulation for the above-mentioned event and will observe them.

Name of International Organizer: IO ELENA CRISTIAN
Signature: [Signature]
Place/Date: BUCHAREST, 13.07.2023

(GA 2014) National support letter: We attach the support letter signed by either the President, the Chairman or the General Secretary of the national federation of the host country.

All conditions offered are subject to the approval of the FIDE President or his representative.